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Motivation

Delay-Tolerant Networks

Communication for different kinds of environments

Use store-carry-forward approach

Bundle Protocol (BP):

End-to-end message-oriented overlay

Bundle Security Protocol (BSP):

Defines bundle types for end-to-end and hop-to-hop security
Offers confidentiality, integrity, authenticity
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Motivation

Forward Secrecy

DTN communication vulnerable to attack:

Eavesdropping adversary records encrypted bundles
When key is leaked, then she can decrypt them

Leakage highly probable due to exploits, design flaws, . . .

FS provides protection of past communication up to certain time

Difficult to achieve in asynchronous communication

(Unger et al., 2015)
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Motivation

Forward Secrecy

Näıve countermeasure:

Encrypt each message with different ephemeral key
No common key for bundles

But: complex key management, e. g. highly available infrastructure

DTN includes highly mobile nodes, ad-hoc connections, . . .

Proposed solution: use Puncturable Encryption (FSE) Scheme
M. D. Green and I. Miers, “Forward Secure Asynchronous Messaging from
Puncturable Encryption”, 2015
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Puncturable Encryption

Approach

Asymmetric encryption scheme

Messages are encrypted with a tag and a time interval value

Update private key:

Revoke decryption capabilities for certain messages
Based on tag or time value
No new key exchange required
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Puncturing

On receiving ciphertext CT with tag t

Decryption key
SKi-1 = [sk0, …, ski-1]

Puncture SKi-1 on tag t

Decryption key
SKi = [sk0, …, ski-1,ski]

t

Tags
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Puncturing

On receiving ciphertext CT with tag t

Decryption key
SKi-1 = [sk0, …, ski-1]

Puncture SKi-1 on tag t

Decryption key
SKi = [sk0, …, ski-1,ski]

t

t

Decryption not possible, 
already punctured with tag t

Tags
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Puncturable Encryption

Key Forwarding Time

Key lifetime is divided into time intervals

Deriving new private key for a new interval

Deleting interval key: remove decryption capabilities for this interval

Buffer period: store keys for certain duration for late arrivals

time
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Puncturable Encryption

Key Forwarding

Decryption time and key storage cost (Green & Miers, 2015):

Grows with puncturing during interval
Linearly in number of messages received within time period

Performed at start of each interval to “reset” the private key

Duration of interval optimal with one message per interval
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Forward Secure DTNs

Bundle Security Protocol

No changes to bundle types

Integrate FSE scheme as alternative cipher suite

t

Tags

Every bundle should be unique in tag

Decrypted only once by receiver, then punctured

→ Highest level of forward secrecy

Hash of node’s EID, timestamp, timestamp sequence number
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Forward Secure DTNs

Parameters

n: time interval length

d : amount of time intervals

231 intervals supported by library (Green & Miers, 2015)
After this, new keys have to be exchanged

N: interval keys N for buffer period
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Microbenchmarks: Key Generation

Evaluation

IBR-DTN:
www.ibr.cs.tu-bs.de/

projects/ibr-dtn

Dell OptiPlex 7010
Desktop-PC

Intel Core i7-2770 CPU @
4(8) x 3.4 GHz

16 GB RAM

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS
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Microbenchmarks: Cryptographic Operations

Puncturing included in decryption (18.6 ms)
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Microbenchmarks: Latency
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FSE Parameters

Scenarios

Choice of parameters for FSE scheme in DTNs:

InterPlanetary network (Apollonio et al., 2013)
Rural village (Grasic & Lindgren, 2014)
Vehicular network (Doering et al., 2010)

Chosen for varying delays and traffic loads

Interval duration n: typically mean transmission time

Buffer period: N = dMax/Meane+ 1
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FSE Parameters

InterPlanetary Network

Streaming scenario

Moon lander sends bundles
to Earth via multiple hops

5 kB bundles every 10 s

Fully known contact plan of
nodes

Transmission time: mean
∼ 124 s, max ∼ 153 s
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 institutional user can have no knowledge of 
any contact plan, as a “group” static route de-
fines the MCC as its gateway to the rest of the 
network (and by contrast to the Lander case, 
this link is continuous). In brief, the contact 
plan is used (entirely or in part) in all nodes, 
except the non-institutional user. This exclu-
sion is very convenient in actual deployment 
for both practical and security reasons. 

V. BP EXPERIMENTS 

This section describes the experiments aimed 
at assessing ION features related to BP (CGR, 
LTP and TCP CL compatibility, ION and DTN2 
interoperability). All results are obtained by 
means of a GNU/Linux testbed based on five 
virtual machines, running the very latest ION 
version (3.1.2) at paper submission. 

5.1 Experiments on CGR routing and 
CLA interoperability 

Three experiments dealing with scheduled links 
and CGR are described here, presented in order 
of ascending complexity. 

5.1.1 Streaming like traffic (low traffic at 
regular pace) 

The first experiment emulates “streaming” tra-
ffic (e.g. telemetry) from the Lander to the MCC. 
Small bundles of 5 kB are generated on the 
Lander at regular pace, one every 10 s, with 
custody option requested (as in all the experi-
ments). The aim is to test the CGR ability to 
select the best route, i.e. either via GW or di-
rectly to MCC, on the basis of the contact plan 
excerpt given in Table I. Note that although 
space links are intermittent, contact volumes 
are always larger than the traffic waiting for 
forwarding, so CGR, which is invoked imme-
diately after bundle creation, must never 
schedule a delayed contact: the first contact is 
the best in this experiment. Results, i.e. time 
series of status reports are presented in Figure 
6; for ease of comprehension, contact windows 
are also shown at the bottom. The first status 
report series, “cst on Lander”, shows the reg-
ular pace of bundle generation. The second 
series (“cst on Sat”) shows that bundles are 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Status report logs of a streaming like bundle transfer from a Lander to its 
MCC 
 
taken into custody on board Sat during the 
first and second Lander-Sat contacts (respec-
tively 30-50 s and 100-120 s). Then, from Sat 
to MCC, two routes are possible. Bundles tra-
nsferred on the former contact are first trans-
ferred to GW (“cst on GW”) during the first 
Sat-GW contact (70-80 s) and then immedi-
ately delivered to MCC (“dlv to MCC”) via 
the terrestrial continuous link. All the other 
bundles are delivered to MCC directly, during 
the Sat-MCC contact (150-180 s), as the route 
via GW (second Sat to GW contact, 160-170 s, 
followed by the GW-MCC continuous contact) 
would have resulted in later delivery. Note that 
this correct behaviour is a consequence of the 
significant improvements introduced in CGR 
by ION 3.0.0. This experiment, as the next, 
also proves the perfect interoperability of LTP 
and TCP. 

5.1.2 Bulk traffic (burst of data) 

The second experiment emulates the transfer 
from the Lander to the non-institutional user 
of bulk data (e.g. images), represented by bu-
ndles of 50 kB (in the experiments the actual 
dimension of images had to be scaled down to 
match the reduced contact lengths). At the 
beginning of the experiment a burst of eight 
bundles is generated (“cst on Lander” series, 
Figure 7), for a total of 400 kB, i.e. a value la-
rger than the 320 kB contact volume (see Table 

(Apollonio et al., 2013)
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FSE Parameters

InterPlanetary Network

Interval length n = 124 s

N = d153/124e+ 1 = 3

∼ 5− 11 bundles/interval

→ decryption time
∼ 170− 250ms/bundle
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The second experiment emulates the transfer 
from the Lander to the non-institutional user 
of bulk data (e.g. images), represented by bu-
ndles of 50 kB (in the experiments the actual 
dimension of images had to be scaled down to 
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(Apollonio et al., 2013)
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FSE Parameters

Rural Village

Communication services to
remote village

Provided via data mule
helicopter

Direct connection to DTN
Facebook, messaging

13 end-user nodes

 
 

 

67 
 

very limited capacity of the GSM base station in Ritsem, Internet connectivity was highly disruptive 
in the daytime when many people used prioritized voice GSM service. Fortunately, the DTN 
Bundle Protocol was able to cope with the link disruptions to the gateway. This would have been 
more problematic for most standard Internet protocols. This characteristic of the Internet protocol 
suite was also the reason why the gateway that was servicing emails and web-caching was located at 
the university where reliable Internet connectivity was available. Figure 3 shows an overview of the 
DTN system topology used in this deployment. 

 

Figure 3: Overview of deployed DTN system 

 

After this minimal DTN infrastructure was set up, users of DTN nodes were deployed. Six 
affordable Asus EEE netbooks, a Nokia N900 smartphone, and few private laptop computers were 
used as DTN end-nodes. One end-node was set up permanently in a tourist cabin and was made 
available to anyone. Other end-nodes were handed out to local families and individuals who all got 
their personal accounts and our assistance with the DTN system.  

  

(Grasic & Lindgren, 2014)
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FSE Parameters

Rural Village

115 bundles/day
→ 9 bundles/day/device

Transmission time: mean
∼ 1 day, max ∼ 2 days

Parameters:

n = 1 day
N = d2/1e+ 1 = 3

Decryption time ∼ 225 ms
→ acceptable performance
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FSE Parameters

Vehicular Networks

Public transportation system

54 bus stops, 28 vehicles

Vehicle positions, traffic information:
∼ 2 bundles/s

Routing algorithm RUTS: fixed
network with high traffic

Transmission time: mean ∼ 13 min,
max ∼ 98 min
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Figure 1: Example for a RUTS Routing-Graph

The position in the graph is dependent on the current con-
sidered time step. In addition, a directed edge must be
inserted, from the node which found the possible contact to
the newly added node. The weight results from the currently
considered time step and the time step from the associate
member node:

EdgeWeight = TCurrent − TMemberNode (2)

Over the whole time it must be ensured that the graph is
cycle-free to avoid invalid ambiguities. This requires a cycle
test after inserting a new edge. If necessary, the last inserted
contact must be removed.

The next issue is that nodes can have multiple incoming
edges. These appear if more than one possible contact to
a node exists. In figure 1, the node F is an example for
this because the nodes B and D have a possible contact to
this node. This can lead to ambiguities and invalid paths
because a differentiation between possible contacts at dif-
ferent times is no longer feasible. Therefore, nodes must be
split as soon as a second incoming edge is inserted. In the
example the node F has a first contact at t = 2 with node B
and a further at t = 4 with node D. After a node has been
split, the further search for new contacts is performed only
once. Therefore, not every single subnode must be searched
individually. If new contacts are added, edges from each sub
node towards the contact node are inserted. Multiple con-
tacts between the same nodes at different times are possible.
In such cases, only the first contact is considered because no
additional benefits can be drawn from later ones. Normally,
the search stops at k incoming edges of the destination node.

Moreover, gateways and relays can also be included in
the routing-graph. Gateways are stationary nodes and al-
low transmissions to the backend system over a WAN. Thus,
multiple backends can communicate directly with each other.
Relays are also stationary but have no WAN connection.
Through the usage of relays and gateways the delivery prob-
ability and reactions to external failures such as breakdowns
and delays are improved. Once a node has a possible contact
to any gateway, all gateways are inserted into the routing-
graph as nodes with a minimum weight for the edge because
an immediate transfer is possible. Relays are added individ-
ually because they have no direct connection among each
other. Thus, the relays and gateways are involved in the
further search.

Finally, the current delay from the transmitter node can
be included in the search for possible contacts. This can be

deduced from the position of the vehicle and the timetables.
Therefore, the identified delays must be considered while
looking for new possible contact options by adjusting the
own timetables with the delay.

2.5 Weighting of a possible bundle
transmission

As already described in section 2.3, the probabilities of
all possible contacts between vehicles must be identified and
weighted. Afterwards, the determined value is considered in
the score. Currently, RUTS uses a simple weighting model
and differentiates between two use cases. The first case is
shown in figure 2, the intersection of two lines. The course
of the driving direction is insignificant. As there is no ad-
ditional dynamic context information available such as the
duration of previous contacts, a low contact probability has
to be assumed. Thus, the weight for this possible bundle
transmission is 1 which can be parameterized with an addi-
tional factor to regulate the impact on the score.

Figure 2: Bundle transmission in an intersection

Overlapping segments of the lines is much more complex.
In this case lines overlap on a section of the network map.
The length of the overlapping segments and the direction of
the vehicles is of relevance. Figure 3 shows an example with
vehicles which drive towards and after the contact they drive
away from each other. The other possibility is that vehicles
drive in the same direction. Both possibilities have a differ-
ent contact probability and expected contact duration. The
direction of the vehicles can be derived from the timetables
and the network map. In both scenarios the weight for the
score is determined by the length of the overlap. The length
equals the number of edges in the routing-graph which cover
the overlap.

The presented weighting model allows a simple differenti-
ation between the probabilities of possible bundle transmis-
sions. Moreover, it can later be supplemented by additional
dynamic context information such as the average contact
duration and contact probability which are determined from
recorded contacts.

2.6 RUTS Extensions
We introduce further extensions to make the routing pro-

cedure more efficient. At the beginning of each contact,
announcement messages are exchanged to identify the set of
bundles already buffered on the other node. After bundles
copies are distributed, it may happen in the case of un-
predicted disturbances that two nodes making contact hold
the same bundle. Instead of transferring the bundle again,
an meta-bundle containing an update message is transfered.
This updates the number of bundle copies (n) on the other

58

(Doering et al., 2010)
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FSE Parameters

Vehicular Networks

Parameters:

n = 13 min
N = d98/13e+ 1 = 9
1560 bundles/interval
Decryption time ∼ 21.6 s

Alternative parameters:

n = 1 min
N = 99
120 bundles/interval
Decryption time ∼ 1.8 s

Trade-off: performance vs. memory
usage → impractical!
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FSE Parameters

Vehicular Networks

Parameters:

n = 13 min
N = d98/13e+ 1 = 9
1560 bundles/interval
Decryption time ∼ 21.6 s

Alternative parameters:

n = 1 min
N = 99
120 bundles/interval
Decryption time ∼ 1.8 s

Trade-off: performance vs. memory
usage → impractical!
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to any gateway, all gateways are inserted into the routing-
graph as nodes with a minimum weight for the edge because
an immediate transfer is possible. Relays are added individ-
ually because they have no direct connection among each
other. Thus, the relays and gateways are involved in the
further search.

Finally, the current delay from the transmitter node can
be included in the search for possible contacts. This can be

deduced from the position of the vehicle and the timetables.
Therefore, the identified delays must be considered while
looking for new possible contact options by adjusting the
own timetables with the delay.

2.5 Weighting of a possible bundle
transmission

As already described in section 2.3, the probabilities of
all possible contacts between vehicles must be identified and
weighted. Afterwards, the determined value is considered in
the score. Currently, RUTS uses a simple weighting model
and differentiates between two use cases. The first case is
shown in figure 2, the intersection of two lines. The course
of the driving direction is insignificant. As there is no ad-
ditional dynamic context information available such as the
duration of previous contacts, a low contact probability has
to be assumed. Thus, the weight for this possible bundle
transmission is 1 which can be parameterized with an addi-
tional factor to regulate the impact on the score.

Figure 2: Bundle transmission in an intersection

Overlapping segments of the lines is much more complex.
In this case lines overlap on a section of the network map.
The length of the overlapping segments and the direction of
the vehicles is of relevance. Figure 3 shows an example with
vehicles which drive towards and after the contact they drive
away from each other. The other possibility is that vehicles
drive in the same direction. Both possibilities have a differ-
ent contact probability and expected contact duration. The
direction of the vehicles can be derived from the timetables
and the network map. In both scenarios the weight for the
score is determined by the length of the overlap. The length
equals the number of edges in the routing-graph which cover
the overlap.

The presented weighting model allows a simple differenti-
ation between the probabilities of possible bundle transmis-
sions. Moreover, it can later be supplemented by additional
dynamic context information such as the average contact
duration and contact probability which are determined from
recorded contacts.

2.6 RUTS Extensions
We introduce further extensions to make the routing pro-

cedure more efficient. At the beginning of each contact,
announcement messages are exchanged to identify the set of
bundles already buffered on the other node. After bundles
copies are distributed, it may happen in the case of un-
predicted disturbances that two nodes making contact hold
the same bundle. Instead of transferring the bundle again,
an meta-bundle containing an update message is transfered.
This updates the number of bundle copies (n) on the other

58

(Doering et al., 2010)
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Conclusion

Forward Secure Delay-Tolerant Networking

DTN communication previously not forward secure

Integrate FSE scheme by Green and Miers into IBR-DTN

Ensures forward secrecy of bundles using puncturing

Acceptable performance overhead, but high latency

Remedy with suitable parameters, analyze scenario requirements

Questions?
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Puncturable Encryption

Algorithms of FSE Scheme

KeyGen(1d , k)→ (PK , SK 0)

Encrypt(PK ,M, t1, . . . , tk)→ ciphertext CT

Decrypt(PK ,SK i ,CT , t1, . . . , tk)→ {M} ∪ {⊥}
Puncture(PK , SK i−1, t)→ SK i

NextInterval(SKn)

No signing or signature verification
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Puncturable Encryption

Utilized Schemes

FSE scheme combines two schemes:

PKE scheme with forward secrecy by Canetti, Halevi, and Katz
Non-Monotonic Attribute Based Encryption by Ostrovsky, Sahai, and
Waters

Private keys of both schemes cryptographically bound to each other
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Puncturable Encryption

Synchronous Communication

Online and interacting partners:

Use authenticated key exchange protocol (Diffie-Hellman)
Create new ephemeral keys for every connection
Used by OTR, TextSecure, ...

Other näıve approach for asynchronous communication (Signal):

Key server for ephemeral pre-keys
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Puncturable Encryption

Performance (Green & Miers, 2015)

Assume one message per interval for best performance

Only encrypt symmetric key (AES256) → max. message size 32 B

Puncture: 15.6 ms (initial), 9.8 ms (subsequent)

Key forwarding: 50 ms

Decryption: 13.8 ms

Encryption: 5.49 ms

Private key size: 14 kB− 890 kB, normally < 50 kB
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Puncturable Encryption

Puncturing & Key Forwarding

Puncture: 18.6 ms

Key forwarding: 15.5 ms
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Microbenchmarks: Key Generation
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FS-DTN

Buffer Period

Assume bundles are delayed or dropped by attacker

Corresponding decryption key is deleted after buffer period has
passed

→ Forward secrecy is still provided
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Related Work

“0-RTT Key Exchange with Full Forward Secrecy” (Günther et al.,
2017):

Reduce number of messages necessary for TLS key exchange
Uses puncturable encryption to provide forward secrecy to first RTT
message
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